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Hoops and Homework is Stepping Up for our Children and Families
While this pandemic has closed our schools and kept our families home, Hoops and Homework continues to help our
children and families. Thanks to our supporters and other non-profit organizations H&H staff are able to provide food,
safety, and enrichment to our children and families. Here are some of the things we are doing to make these trying
times livable for our families.
Our Staff, led by Dahiana Acevedo and Jayne Acevedo and guidance from Pam Kaufmann have organized
communication with all families and started to work with the children and families on safety, food, household supplies
and education. Our nurse, Judy Wester, has helped to provide input to best practices for both our staff and families. We
have had a tremendous response from our previous partners, Lovin Spoonfuls and YMCA and contributions from a new
supporter, A Place To Turn (APTT).
The Framingham community is stepping up on all fronts.

Lovin Spoonfuls did not miss a beat and upped the food provided on Wednesdays for families. From their delivery the staff
creates a box and delivers it to the door of each family. Look at those pictures of happy families!! Last week there was so much
bread Jayne gave extra to Daniels Table for which they were grateful.

YMCA has overcome bureaucratic hurdles and has started providing the 5 component meals every day starting with our children
and then expanding to additional needy children or families in our neighborhood. Again, staff sorts out a central delivery and brings
the meals to our families.

A Place to Turn is providing a bag of non-perishable food to all families along with a toiletries bag and an art project kit (Crisaly is
a smiling face despite these issues). Amazing contribution in many ways. Big THANK YOU to Joanne Barry and her team at APTT.

Framingham Public Schools has gotten everyone a computer and internet if they did not have it and will start putting out
education projects soon. We have also been communicating with the Framingham Housing Authority and our neighbor
Pelham Development to make sure we are aligned in helping our community. Dahiana, with the help of her daughter,
has already started engaging the kids with educational projects. Once the food and safety is together we will be doing
more in partnership with FPS to keep our children challenged and upbeat.
We are committed to supporting our staff, children, and families when they need us most. H&H operates with more
than 80% of our budget coming from fundraising. We thank you for helping us be able to support the community. Please
help us keep going to deliver this vital mission to our community. There is a city-wide fund at Foundation for Metrowest
or you can donate directly right here on our website.
We are all in this TOGETHER!

